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Naviera Sola y Aznar? which is the mainstay of those who
advocate the proposition, have been concerned with cases where
the proper law was English and where in consequence the court
applied the domestic rule that a contract to perform what it has
become illegal to perform is not enforceable.2 The facts of that
case were in general similar to those supposed in the hypo-
thetical example given above, except for this vital difference,
that the proper law of the contract, which fixed a freight of ^50
per ton, was English law. The court, therefore, was bound to
apply and did in fact apply the internal law, not the private
international law, of England.3 The familiar English cases deal-
ing with impossibility of performance were cited and Scrutton
L J. summed up their effect upon the instant facts in the fol-
lowing words:
'Where a contract requires an act to be done in a foreign country, it
is, in the absence of very special circumstances, an implied term of the
continuing validity of such a provision that the act to be done in the
foreign country shall not be illegal by the law of that State.'4
The essential fact to realize is that no case has yet arisen
requiring the court to consider the effect of illegality at the
foreign place of performance upon a contract, the proper law
of which is the law of still another foreign country. When it
does arise, there is a danger that the frequent dicta attributing
decisive effect to illegality by the lex loci solutionis will prevail,
despite the indifference that they display to general principles.
/(y) illegal-     The last and rather obvious proposition is that a contract is
^•/I/ornot unenforceable in England merely because performance is
icxdwni- illegal by the law of the country in which the promisor carries
material on kis business or to which he belongs by nationality or domicil,
provided that the contract is not subject in other respects to the
law of that country.5
1	[1920] 2 K.B. 287.
2	Jacobs v. Credit Lyonnais (1884), 12 Q.B.D. 589; Kursell v. Timber
Operators and Contractors Ltd., [1927] I K.B. 298; DeBetchev. South American
Stores, [1935] A.C. 148; Sf. Pierre v. South American Stores (Gath and Chaves]
Ltd., [1937] 3 All E.R. 349.
3	See particularly, Falconbridge, Conflict of Laws (2nd ed.), pp. 389-94,
where at p. 392 he says: elf by English conflict rules the proper law is English law,
then domestic rules of English law are to be applied, and by one of those domestic
rules the contract is invalid so far as the contract requires an act of performance
to be done in a foreign country and by the law of that country the act is illegal/
4	[1902] 2 K.B. at p. 304.
5	KleinwortSons&Co.v. UngarischeBaumwolleIndustrie JJuiengesellschaft,

